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Crossbreeding corals: the hunt for
ways to heal the Great Barrier Reef

Main image: A turtle swims among the coral off Lady Elliot Island on Australia’s Great Barrier Reef

The age of extinction

Scientists, farmers and volunteers are looking for ways to lessen the impact of
climate change as experts warn a third mass bleaching has taken place

by Johan Augustin
Photographs by Jonas Gratzer
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O ne of the dive instructors points out two blacktip reef sharks circling
a docile green turtle busy grazing on algae. Stingrays of various
sizes, colours and shapes pass beneath us. Suddenly, a pod of
dolphins appears, swimming over the hard corals.

The dive takes place on what appears to be healthy and pristine coral reef
surrounding Lady Elliot Island, at the very southern end of Australia’s Great
Barrier Reef off Queensland.

There are no visible signs of the bleaching that has plagued other parts of the reef
for some years, but the government agency responsible for the reef, the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, has confirmed that the natural landmark has
suffered a third mass coral bleaching episode in five years, describing the damage
as “very widespread”. Mass bleaching events in 2016 and 2017 hit vast areas of
the reef.
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As the rate at which bleaching events hit the world’s biggest reef system
increases, scientists, farmers and volunteers across Queensland are trying to do
their bit to lessen the impact.

Gary Spotswood is a third-generation farmer at Mt Alma Organics, an organic
farm a couple of hours drive from Townsville, a city on the north-eastern coast of
Queensland. Spotswood has installed pumps to accumulate the run-off on his 430
acres, which then filters through aquatic plants growing in the adjacent wetlands.
The project is partly funded by a grant from the Great Barrier Reef Foundation,
which was awarded a controversial A$444m (£217m) from the Australian
government to sponsor projects on the reef.

“I try to keep as much water on the land as possible,” says Spotswood, who leads
courses in land use for other farmers and graziers. “Changes take time. But in five
years people have changed their habits in how they use the land,” he says.

At Townsville’s tropical marine research centre, scientists from the Australian
Institute of Marine Science (Aims) are looking at how so-called super corals
(corals that can resist increased water temperatures) could be used to save the
reefs. About 25 strains of coral are being crossbred with the same or different
species. The research is being carried out in the National Sea Simulator, the
world’s most advanced research aquarium, and intends to show that young coral
offspring – produced from mixing corals from various parts of the reef – can
survive in warmer sea temperatures.

“It’s like crossbreeding corn. We do the same thing with the corals, so they can
withstand higher temperatures,” says Kate Quigley, a researcher on reef
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restoration at Aims.

The method is called “assisted gene flow”, and although at an early stage, shows
encouraging results in the sea simulator, as well as on the reef – where cross-
fertilised corals have been transplanted. The hybrids have one parent from the
northern parts and one parent from the central reefs, and the results show that
corals with at least one parent from the more heat-resistant northern reefs survive
when placed in cooler environments. The research has also confirmed that the
offspring inherit heat tolerance from their northern parents, and these genes may
ultimately be passed on to make reefs more heat resistant.

Aims also conducts research on how to decrease the numbers of crown-of-thorns
starfish (cots), which prey upon corals. There are currently more than five million
cots on the reefs between Cairns and Cooktown, and the invasion spreads south
as the heavily spined species (which normally range from 25–35cm across, and
can have up to 23 arms) devours corals and leaves nothing but traces of fine
calcium carbonate.

Female cots can produce up to 50 million eggs a year and each one annually
ingests 10 square metres of coral. Rising sea temperatures and increased
availability of nutrients due to run-off from farming practices are said to be
behind the rise in cot numbers. So far divers have culled about half a million by
injecting the starfish with white vinegar.
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Scientists at Aims are attempting to wield another – more natural weapon – to
combat the mass outbreak. They breed the rare giant triton, a large marine snail
that feeds on cots. The scientists aim to reintroduce the snails on reefs – from
where they have disappeared.

The climate crisis and evidence of another mass bleaching, however, continue to
overshadow any sign of progress.

Quigley says hundreds of studies point in the same direction. “They are showing
that climate change is the biggest threat against the reef,” she says. “We don’t
know what the future reefs look like. But we need to mitigate the effects that
climate change has on the corals.”
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We've got an announcement…
… on our progress as an organisation. In service of the escalating climate
emergency, we have made an important decision – to renounce fossil fuel
advertising, becoming the first major global news organisation to institute an
outright ban on taking money from companies that extract fossil fuels.

In October we outlined our pledge: that the Guardian will give global heating,
wildlife extinction and pollution the urgent attention and prominence they
demand. This resonated with so many readers around the world. We promise to
update you on the steps we take to hold ourselves accountable at this defining
point in our lifetimes. With climate misinformation rife, and never more
dangerous than now, the Guardian's accurate, authoritative reporting is vital –
and we will not stay quiet.

We chose a different approach: to keep Guardian journalism open for all. We
don't have a paywall because we believe everyone deserves access to factual
information, regardless of where they live or what they can afford to pay.

Our editorial independence means we are free to investigate and challenge
inaction by those in power. We will inform our readers about threats to the
environment based on scientific facts, not driven by commercial or political
interests. And we have made several important changes to our style guide to
ensure the language we use accurately reflects the environmental emergency.

The Guardian believes that the problems we face on the climate crisis are
systemic and that fundamental societal change is needed. We will keep
reporting on the efforts of individuals and communities around the world who
are fearlessly taking a stand for future generations and the preservation of
human life on earth. We want their stories to inspire hope.

We hope you will consider supporting us today. We need your support to keep
delivering quality journalism that’s open and independent. Every reader
contribution, however big or small, is so valuable. Support the Guardian from as
little as £1 – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.
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